1. In which book does a character name a statue of a sea dragon Steve?  
   Answer: *Aru Shah and the End of Time* by Roshani Chokshi

2. In which book is a character’s favorite meal spaghetti and fish sticks?  
   Answer: *Clayton Byrd Goes Underground* by Rita Williams-Garcia

3. In which book does a character decorate their belly with band-aids?  
   Answer: *Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key* by Jack Gantos

4. In which book does a character like to sing while taking a shower?  
   Answer: *Just Dance* by Patricia MacLachlan

5. In which book is a character the only girl that plays a weekend sports game as a child?  
   Answer: *Out of Left Field* by Ellen Klages

6. In which book has a character recently learned to skip with both feet?  
   Answer: *Ramona the Pest* by Beverly Cleary

7. In which book are frogs named after bugs that they enjoy eating?  
   Answer: *Wishtree* by Katherine Applegate

8. In which book is it against the rules for a character to have a pet?  
   Answer: *The Wizards of Once* by Cressida Cowell

9. In *Fish in a Tree*, what does Jessica bring to her teacher’s baby shower?  
   Answer: *(A big bunch of) flowers.* (P. 6)

10. In *The Ark Plan* what is the title of the ancient classic Sky reads for class?  
    Answer: *Jurassic Park.* (P. 19)

11. In *Malala: My Story of Standing Up for Girls’ Rights*, what does the bus driver show Malala and her friend Moniba every day before driving them to school?  
    Answer: A magic trick (P.5)

12. TWO PARTS: In *Fablehaven*, besides granola bars and money, what does a character put in an emergency kit? Name two items.  
    Answer: *Any two*: compass, (plastic) handcuffs, magnifying glass, rubberbands, squirt gun, string, whistle. (P. 9)

13. In *Number the Stars*, in what country do the characters live?  
    Answer: Denmark. (P. 12)

14. In *Paper Wishes*, what is the word that is on the posters that are posted all over town?  
    Answer: *Evacuate.* (P. 8)

15. In *Riding Freedom*, what does Charlotte hate worse than falling in a briar patch?  
    Answer: Being in the kitchen. (P. 6)

16. In *Stef Soto, Taco Queen*, what is the name of her family taco truck?  
    Answer: Tia Perla (P. 1)